As the world’s second best country for doing business, Singapore is a strategic data center location. It is a leading connectivity hub in the Asia-Pacific region, offering access to major domestic and international fiber routes. Setting up an IT infrastructure in the region helps you reach one of the most proliferous digital markets in the world.

phoenixNAP has established presence in Singapore in two data center buildings. Positioned in the vicinity of the city center and all major internet exchange points, the facilities provide Tier 1 connectivity. With local access to a portfolio of our Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) solutions, you can quickly expand your reach and influence in the region.

Facility At-A-Glance
- 107,666 square feet (SG1) and 91,222 square feet (SG2)
- 250 watts per sq. ft.
- 1500 racks
- N+20% Redundancy CRAC units
- Total power 20 MW
- 15 miles to the nearest airport

Network
- 2.35+ Tbps connectivity through phoenixNAP’s global data center network
- Carrier-neutral building connecting to 190+ carriers
- DDoS Protection
- Access to one of three GRX peering points worldwide
- Blended bandwidth options

Security
- SOC 1, SOC 2
- PCI-DSS
- ISO 27001
- SS564
- Full-time on-site support
- Up to eight levels of security on the entrance
- 24/7/365 security officers
- Earthquake and flood free zone
“Our decision to work with phoenixNAP was driven by multiple factors, most important of which are its strategic location, security, robustness, and the availability of AWS direct connect.”

Chad Milam, President and COO, PacketFabric

"minimum 100 Gbps capacity on backbone transport

*minimum 10 Gbps capacity on backbone transport"
Organizations that **trust phoenixNAP**

---

**Solutions Available**

**Enterprise**
Secure, reliable, and customizable infrastructure solutions allow for an easy scaling of IT resources to support production, AI or database workloads.

**SaaS**
Private connectivity between our global data center locations, layer 2 & 3 transport services, and unified backend network enable easy infrastructure management and traffic optimization.

**Security and Compliance**
Specialized single and multi-tenant solutions help organizations that operate under strict regulatory requirements to meet their security and compliance goals.

**Media and Entertainment**
Get access to enterprise-grade hardware, high capacity network options, dedicated firewalls, and low per GB RAM solutions to deliver your content seamlessly across the globe.

**Finance and Legal**
Our secure infrastructure solutions are built to support legal and finance software needs while allowing for quick scaling and delivering performance for intensive workloads.

**SLED**
phoenixNAP lets you offer your clients access to a fully redundant, all 10 Gigabit Network, as well as quick and easy way to scale their virtualized resources with little upfront investment.
Why phoenixNAP?

Global reach. Local access.
Access our global network backbone through 14+ strategic locations in the US, Europe, Asia, Australia, and Latin America.

Secure DNA
Specialized hardware and software, state-of-the-art physical and virtual security systems, and industry expertise combined to provide you with battle-ready solutions.

Personal approach
Dedicated to you, our solution experts are with you at every stage of solution implementation and during its maintenance.

Contact us at:
+1.877.588.5918 | sales@phoenixnap.com

Address:
26A Ayer Rajah Crescent, 139963 Singapore  |  20 Ayer Rajah Crescent, Ayer Rajah Industrial Park, 139964, Singapore